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TRAVEL DIFFERENTLY STAYS FOR ADOLESCENTS WHO LEAVE BATTLED
TRAILS
OVER INTRENATIONAL EXCHANGE CENTER
Paris, Washington DC, 26.02.2020, 02:06 Time
USPA NEWS - Since its creation in 1947, the mission of the International Exchange Center has been to open up young people
to the world and allow them to travel by promoting discovery, meeting, and sharing. The evolution of tourism trends and the
growing interest of young people for original destinations reinforces this initiative, and to meet this demand from young people
experienced in travel or seeking originality, as well as their parents, the CEI offers Today, destinations with high added value,
to think outside the box and open up to others through educational trips and language stays.
FIVE DIFFERENTIATING STAYS FOR TEENAGERS----------------------------------------------------------------------------------The 15 days of spring break are a good opportunity to discover Malta and its Mediterranean culture while progressing in a
foreign language. This 8-day trip offered to teenagers combines English lessons with various activities: cultural visits, boat
trips, snorkeling ... Accommodation in an international residence, ideally located, allows you to make the most of this
archipelago charged with History. A stay also available this summer. Head to Central America with a summer camp in
Guatemala, which is sure to amaze and disorient young people. A program rich in emotions that involves the discovery of the
Mayan culture and the crossing of extraordinary landscapes. Jungle, ascent of the Pacaya volcano and overnight stay with
locals are especially on the program of this colony like no other to discover the culture as close as possible to the people.
For those who wish to stay in Europe, the itinerant colony in Bulgaria is ideal for discovering a destination that is still little
known. A meaningful trip with many historic tours across the country, from the Black Sea to Pirin National Park.
No need to choose between learning and getting away from it all with a language stay in Cyprus. This trip allows young
people to use their vacation time to progress in English while getting away from it all through numerous sporting and cultural
activities on the sunny island. An idyllic setting to enjoy the climate while perfecting your language in Shakespeare.
To improve your English, what could be better than sharing the life of an Irish family in Cork. A real immersion in the culture of
a country where conviviality is essential. The days are punctuated by university courses and cultural excursions. The
opportunity to progress quickly in language, taking advantage of an international environment and to build relationships with
people from other backgrounds.
ABOUT CEI--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The CEI - Center des echanges Internationaux - was created in 1947 with the aim of reconciling young people after the
Second World War, through travel: the first language stays!Since then, the group has developed its offer by adapting to market
changes and is today the only French player positioned both in the educational and leisure sectors. Thus, the CEI is the only
group to offer such a vast offer ranging from summer camps to jobs / internships abroad, including English lessons, a year (or
a few months) of study abroad. , language stays or cultural and sports activities that can be combined during trips. Each of
these programs has the objective of a real educational and pedagogical project by opening young people to the richness and
diversity of other cultures. All of these activities can be personalized for a tailor-made experience. Source CEI
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